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The· AMPLIFIER
Montana

College of Mineral

Tech Library
to be remodeled

·
Brown, Th0Istrom receive sc h0Iars hIpS
Cameron
Brown
and Kendell
Tholstrorn, both seniors in Petroleum engineering,
received scholarships in the amount of five hundred
dollars each from the S.P.E.
Each year an outstanding' student
in petroleum engineering is given a
scholarship by the "Society of Petroleum Engineers".
The Scholarship is usually presented to a student from Montana.
I
Cameron Brown was originally
awarded the scholarship in 1962 but
because of an accident was forced to

Plans have been completed for an
expansion of the Tech Library.
These plans include the building of
a balcony within the library. The'
main reason a balcony is being add"
ed is that there is no room to expand the building on the outside. To
this date. the plans have' avanced to
the bidding stage and it is hoped
that work can begin soon.
The new balcony will have a
hand railing go i n g completely
around it to insure the safety of the
students who do go up to it. The
entrance to the present library will
be unchanged but the entrance to
the balcony will be situated somewhere \alorig the south wall of the
building. At the top of the stairs
::!~sb~h~~c~~I~ :01:~~~:~eral~~gb~~:

GeorgeAnn Thurston,
Engineering Science department senior, has'

leave school going into his '62-'63
length of the balcony. There will
senior year.
• be approximately twenty shelves for
Kendell Tholstrom was president
books and materials which eventualof his class in his junior year and
ly will hold close to 16,000 volu~es
like Cameron was active in sports.
of many different selections; almost
The S.P.E. is the professional oranything a student would like to
ganization of Petroleum and Engiread. There are also going to be
neering people who are affiliated
individual study stations on the halwith the oil and gas business. This
cony where a student may get some
particular section covers the entire
of his studying done in free hours.
state of Montana and is made up of
Each of these study stations will
members of the faculty at Montana
be equipped with tables and chairs
Tech and engineers of all major oil
which the student may use at any
and service companies in Montana.
time.
Also in the center of the new
project will be a room used to keep
records and microfilms. This room
may be used at any time by stuuble forms of uranium oxide. Re .. dents from Tech who wish to use
these records or microfilm~.
suits suggest that the dissolution of

had an article accepted for publication in Energia Nuc1eare, an in-

uranium oxide is an electrochemical
process similar to the corrosion of

ternational

111

Student has paper accepted by iournal
Journal

published

in

Milan, Italy on nuclear energy and

Grant GE6266 of the National Sci-

its applications.
The article, which summarizes

etals.
The work was carried out under

her

senior thesis under the direction of
Dr. Fathi Habashi, is entitled "Kinetics and Mechanism of the Dissolution of Uranium Dioxide." Dr.
. Babashi stresses the fact that although his name also appears on the
article, the work is largely Miss
Thurston's.
The subject of the article is the
problem of handling uranium comPounds as they occur in economic
deposits. It describes experiments
in which insoluble forms of uranium
oxide were treated with sulfuric acid or sodium bicarbonate and sodium
carbonate in varying concentrations
and under varying oxygen pressures,
the purpose being to produce sol-

Students to attend
Mining Convention
The Northwest Mining Association is, holding its 72nd Annual Converition on December 2 and 3 at the
Davenport Hotel in Spokane. Student participation is urged by the
American Institute of Mining, Met.i\lIurgical, and Petroleum Engineers
as well as by the Association. Minerai industry students are expected
to benefit from the meeting by
learning from members the problems and goals of different comPanies.
Activities begin Thursday, December 1, with visits to the U. S. Bureau of Mines, the U. S. Geological
Survey, and the Kaiser Aluminum
Trentwood plant. A party for fortner and present engineering students of Montana Tech will be held
that evening.

ence Foundation.
This is Miss Thurston's
published

Faculty
On

second

article.

banqu.et given

November

20,

the

faculty

wives of Montana Tech held a banquet for the faculty at the Holiday
I~n.

The dinner took place at 7 :00

. with a social hour preceding at 6:00':
Mrs. S. L. Groff and Mrs. C. L.
Herndon were in charge of arrangements. Others helping were Mrs. R.
A. Athearn, Mrs. R. B. Berg, Mrs.
W. W. Chance, Mrs. F. N. Earll,
'Mrs.

E. Gilmour, Mrs. E. L. Hol-

verson, Mrs. K. S. Stout, and Mrs.
F. M. Young.
Entertainment
was provided by
Miss Wegner, accompanied by Mrs.
Kohler Stout.

Starts Tonight

Science and Technology
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Techstudents tour Idaho reactors
Seven Tech students and two
faculty members recently participated in the scheduled tours of the
National Reactor Testing Station at
Idaho Falls. Charlie Ljundberg, Jim
Loomis, Doug Meseroll, Bill Robinson, Professor Herndon, and Professor Finch went on the Reactor
Engineering Tour on October 27.
On November 3, AI Chiamulera,
Dave Koskirnaki.. and Carl Swanson
went on the Mathematics and Nuclear Physics Tour.
Reactor Engineering Tour
The first tour began with a 40
minute film showing how the various prototype reactors are tested
and e~aluated. During the morning
the students toured the Experimen-.
tal Breeder Reactor No.2 (EBR-2).
This nuclear reactor is a complete
electric generating station. The reactor is termed 'breeder' because its
atomic core produces more uranium
fuel than is consumed. Heat produced in the reactor core is removed
by highly radioactive -liquid sodium,
then transferred to a second liquid
sodium loop where it boils water to
drive steam turbines. The electricity
generated by these turbines is fed
into the power company lines of the
Idaho area,
I
That afternoon
ed the
(ETR).
different

the students visit-

Engineering
Test Reactor
Methods used to expose
materials

to the neutron

bom bardmen t of th e reactor core
were discussed. At this reactor the
group was shown the inside of the
core through a series of mitrors.

Finally, a visit to the Advanced
Test Reactor gave the students a
chance to view a reactor, similar to
the ETR, in its final stages of construction.
Mathematics and Nuclear
Physics Tour
The second tour began with a
visit to the Materials Test Reactor
(MTR), designed to test materials
for the damage caused by different
levels and types of radioactivity,
Special equipment used with the
MTR were a Crystal Spectrometer
and a Fast Neutron Chopper and
Velocity Selector. The latter device
is equipped with slits and in operation is spun up to about 6000 rpm.
Only nuclear particles with certain
speeds will pass through the slits,
so unwanted particles are eliminated.
Later, they visited the Advanced
Reactivity
Measurement
Facilities
and the Engineering Test Reactor
Critical Facility. Finally, they visited the CF -646 Applied Mathematics
Computer Center. The main 7040
computer is so large that series 3000
computers are used to feed it information. There are several 16205,
similar tq Montana Tech's computer,
which are used for data processing.
Duplicating
and sorting machines
are also part of the installation.
Also on the base, but not visited
for security reasons, is an area
where Navy personnel are trained
to operate the reactors
used in
naval vessels. A sailor must spend
about six months of dry land operation before he is qualified for sea
duty with a reactor.

7 Tech students attend Business Management Cli~ic
Seven Tech students participated
in the fifth annual Business Management Clinic in Butte on November 15 and 16. The clinic, sponsored
jointly by Montana Tech, Montana
State University, and Montana Power Co., drew 59 engineeringstudents
and 7 faculty members from the
two sponsoring schools. The students representing
Montana Tech:
were Angus Hemp, Gary Kump,
Bob Lehfeldt, Jim Loomis, Pete
Norbeck, Dale Scholz, and Bob
Seidel.
The two-day presentation, held in
the firm's auditorium, covered the
electric and gas operations of the
company from an engineering standpoint.
Officers and
department
heads, in describing their responsibilities' and functions to serve electricity and natural gas to most of
Montana, gave the students' a deep
look into the company's activities.

formation of the Northwest Power
Pool from which power may be
drawn from the other five members
if a local shortage occurs.
The electrical engineer and computer programmer, Phil Beagles, illustrated the effectiveness of electronic machines in reducing hours
of work to seconds. Computers are
heavily relied upon by the company
to help management determine the
location and size of power plants,
transmission lines and substations,
and to help line builders determine
where to put poles.
L. S: Stadler, vice-president-gas
and oil operations, and John Robertson, manager of the gas department, explained the company's 'activities necessary to keep pace with
the growing fuel needs of the state.
Bob Labrie, assistant chief engineer-generation,
explained the reasoning for building a 180,000 kilo-

watt, coal-fired. generating plant in
Billings in preference to an atomic
plant. Atomic plants are capable of
producing large quantities of power,
but there are not enough people in
the state to make use of it. Therefore, such an installation would be
uneconomical at this stage.
The company ex~cutive assistant,
W. P. Schmechel, outlined the future operation of the utility's open
pit coal fields at Colstrip to supply
the coal-fired generating plant being
built in nearby Billings. By 1980,
33 men will be mining nearly two
million two tons of coal a year.
At the completion of Tuesday's
program, the participants attended a
dinner in the Finlen Hotel.
Wednesday morning the students
visited the company's dispatch operations . at Wyoming and Broadway. The clinic was concluded that
afternoon.

Superintendent
of power, Don
Gregg, described the origins of power pooling in the Northwest and the

Activities announced .by A. W. s.
The Associated Women Students
have announced their recent activities and also their plans for more
activities in.the future. For the past
several weeks, two A.W.S. members
have been modeling for the Klothes
Kloset. Those modeling are Hilma
Smith and Joanne Comstock with
Marilyn Berryman
commentating.
This program is presented every'
Wednesday at 3 :00 p.rn. on television.
The A.W.S. is planning a trip to
the Montana State Training School
at Boulder, Montaria. This is tentatively scheduled for December 4.
Since A.W.S. has adopted two girls
from Boulder through the "Adopt a

Friend" program, it was agreed this
would be a worthwhile trip for all.
The Christmas Formal sponsored
by A.W.S: is now in the planning
stage and is scheduled for Thursday
night, December IS. The Rod Lewis
Band will provide music. Also, the
women students are in charge of
getting a Christmas tree for the
S.U.B. This will be done the week
before tne dance.
A.W.S. officers are Cheri Thorton, president; Carol Trythol, vicepresident; and Kay Lear, secretarytreasurer. Delegates are Leona Harrison, Trudy Tomazich, and Evalie
Byrnes. The adviser for this group
is Mrs. McBride.

AWS officers at work are Cheri Thorton and Kay Lear, seated
from left to right, and Evalie Byrnes, Leona Harrison, and Trudy
Tomazich standing from left to right. Carol Trythol was not present.
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Educational changes help engineering
students adapt to growing technology
by STEVE BAUER
Poor Joe. He used to work as an operations engineer at
an open pit. Recently, the management decided to install a
computer to handle data rapidly and to simplify future mining evaluations. Since Joe's degree was in mining engineering,
he had never had, or had ever been interested in computer
programming and was unable to adapt to the chan'ge. Someone elese could and took his place.
This example illustrates the problem faculty and students
face in this decade of explosive technological change. An engineer must be more knowledgeable about related and diversified fields than ever before. More than ever, this preparation
is the joint responsibility of the faculty and the student.
New advances in any field result in more study material.
Mental ability and study time limit the new concepts that
a student can handle. To make new technical courses possible, nonessential courses are eliminated and related courses
are combined. When additional concepts are introduced in a
subject, individual polnts are given less rigorous treatment.
Understandably, instructors are apprehensive about such
changes. Although less rigorous, the treatment of a subject
must be adequate to insure that the student understands and
can work with the fundamentals involved. For a job in industry,
a student must receive practical training, but he must be
taught enough theory to keep up with technological advances.
He must take courses in the humanities to develop social awareness and abilities. To handle the vast amount of'material, education by rote is rarely employed now; a student is exposed
to as much material as possible in superficial studies in the
hope that he can find the information when he needs it and
will be able to apply it.
Specialization in a field leads to subdivisions in which
students may wish to make careers. Often, the most beneficial subject matter for work in the subdivision will differ somewhat from that for the field as a whole. If a student knows
in advance what specialized area he plans to enter, he should
make appropriate changes in his curriculum within the limits
set by the department. For professional versatility, many students now go an extra year or two to receive additional degrees.
Each year more students take graduate work for specialized
training.
.
Advances in technology necessitate changes in curriculums. Only by constantly revitalizing her courses of study can
Montana Tech continue to produce qualified engineers who
won't share the fate of "poor Joe."

Frosh President stresses class pride

Bob Chew
One's freshman year is memorable because all beginnings
are
memorable, and this is the first of
many memorable years. When we
look back on this year, we want teo
be proud - proud .of what we did
and proud of what we were.
Pride doesn't just happen; it must
be built. It must be built as any-

Will computer backlash
replace white backlash?
Computers
can now name the
probable winner of an election just.
after the polls close. In the future,
computers may give the likely winner just after the polls open. If this

thing else is built, piece by piece.
A house is the sum of its bricks,
joists, and beams. The individual
pride each member takes in his
part in the class, not only socially
but also scholastically, is a brick.
Out of these bricks we can build a
house called class. pride. If this
house is built on a rock, its foundation will never be washed away, and
it will last a lifetime.
For pride is a habit which can be
acquired. Once gained, it cannot be
given up except voluntarily, and it
pervades everything its owner does.
A person who takes pride in his
dreams, accomplishments, and himself will be successful in everything
he tries. One who has no pride will
fail, at least in part, in anything he
attempts. Now, at the beginning of
. college, ,is the ideal time to begin
building that pride which will anchor
a life full of purpose and satisfaction.
-Bob Chew
ever happens, people may wait to
see who the computer predicts will
win - then go out and vote the
underdog in.
"It requires a very unusual mind
to undertake
the analysis of the
obviouS."-Alfred
North Whitehead
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Engineering Science offers challenges

. Th_ese ar.~ typical I Engineering Science students shown in one of their labs. A relatively new field,
Engineering Science offers broad knowledge rather than specialization. Students are left to right Don McLaughlin, Jim Loomis, Chuck Parrett, and Jim Furaus.
"
What is an engineer? The word
engineen comes from the Latin word
ingenium, which means a natural capacity or talent, and from the
French word engignier, which translated means to contrive. According
to these early concepts, an engineer
was a person with the natural capacity to contrive.
Keeping this
definition in mind, we now describe
an engineer as a person trained in
mathematics, physical sciences, engineering sciences, and the. humanities, who applies this knowledge,
judgment, and experience to develop
economical ways of utilizing the
forces, energy, and materials of nature for the benefit of mankind.

core courses and are found, for the
most part, in any engineering curriculum. The Engineering
Science
department
offers more advanced
courses in most of the above fields
some of which are required for graduation. The department
has well
equipped laboratories
so that the
student
may supplement
studied
theory with applicable experiments.
With the advice and consent of
the department,
the student may

choose further studies in the fields
of mathematics,
advanced physics
and chemistry, or in the humanities;
or the student may choose any combination of these courses, depending
upon his talents and special interests. Because the Engineering Science Curriculum is not as rigid as
most of the curriculum in the speci-

Description
Engineering Science is a relatively
new concept in the engineering
field. This concept was developed
to fulfill a major need in the rapidly growing technology of our nation. Scientists and engineers are
discovering and exploiting new and
fascinating fields not only at a rapid rate but in varied directions. The
traditional engineering education, although still vital in our country,
does not generally give the diversity
or the broad training necessary for
these new activities. Therefore, necessary scientific and engineering
concepts are made available in this
new curriculum in order that the
student may be provided with a
broad understanding
of principles
applicable in these areas. Industries
employing engineers approve of this
approach to academic training because engineers who have been so
, trained have an increased professional flexibility.·
The first two years of the curriculum follow essentially those of the
lower division years at "Iv1:ontana
Tech in any curriculum. During the
upper division years, emphasis is
placed on solid and fluid mechanics;
engineering research, development,
and design; thermodynamics,
electrical engineering and other applicable courses. These are considered

fic fields, the student has more flexibility in his choice of courses. How~
ever, this selection is supervised by
his advisers in order to prevent deficiencies in graduation requirements
or an unbalanced education.
Opportunities
Although Engineering Science is
a relatively new degree in engineering, and we have only two graduated classes of seniors at Montana
Tech, the demand for graduates has
been good. Our graduates have gone
into mineral production, manufacturing, aircraft and rocket design, the
atomic energy field, and research.

Practically all interviewers coming
on the campus have expressed an
interest in interviewing students ill
Engineering Science.
Why this demand and interest?
Because graduates of this program
can fulfill the educational requirements for a large variety of career
opportunities.
These / include the
glamorous new space age titles as
well as the common engineering development, design, and research in
the basic industries.
A period of adaptation to specific
position requirements
can be expected by the graduate through industrial training programs following graduation, or advanced studies
can be undertaken to obtain morc
professional specialization before industrial employment. This specialization may be in any recognized
field of engineering.
Even without
additional specialization, the broad
knowledge provided by this curriculum enables the graduate to qualify
for a great diversity of positions.
If you have any questions, or wish
any more information, the Engineering Science department will be happy to try to answer any of your
questions. Members of this department are Professor
Francis
M.
Young,
room
102,
Pet-Physics
building.i Professor' Charles L. Herndon, room 207, Engineering building,
and Professor Koehler Stout, r00111
200, Pet.-Physics building.
Student Comments
The following comments
were
made by some of the senior students
in Engineering Science:
)
1. Jim Furaus:
"Corporations
of
every type imaginable are interviewing Engineering Science
graduates because the Engineering Science Department
is so
versa tile."
2. Jim Loomis: "The Engineering
Science Degree is probably the
most versatile degree offered at
Montana Tech. Students persuing a degree in Engineering
Science often are able to find
summer
employment
ranging
from roustabout in the oil field
to basic research conducted by
the department."

Priday, December 2;-1966
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Bondi s Eye View
Charlie Ljunburg is currently trying to grow a "girl tree" - He has
placed a tumble weed in a wine
bottle (empty) and decorated the
branches with cotton balls and cutouts of girls frorTi' various well
known men's magazines.
He very
carefully Ier tilizcs and waters it He has High Hopes!!!

*

*

*

Speaking of Charlie, the other
night as he was groggily ending one
of his experiments, he came to this
brilliant conclusion - "Booze don't
make you Sober"!

GeorgeAnn Thurston, Engineering. Science senior, is-busy with labs and classes.
iSIshown 'o·vers.eeing a- symposium at the; SUB,
.

Two Tech students discuss interests
Two popular Montana Tech students ar~ in the spotlight this issue.
They are GeorgeAnn Thurston and
Paul Melvin.
GeorgeAnn, who is a senior engineering student, lists her subjects
as follows: economics, mining law,
advancel! mechanics, electricity, engineering applications of math, and
physical thermodynamics.
Her fa:vorite subjects are mining law and
advanced mechanics.

chemistry, quantitative analysis, engineering
g-raphics, geolcgy,
and
sophomore calculus.. His favorite
subject is geology- and. Dr. Dresser
is his favorite professor.
His favorite hobby is skiing; and
Paul enjoys mountain climbing. He
thinks Montana Tech is a great engineering school but he' dislikes apathy among the student body. Other
dislikes include slip's from the
Dean's office and brokerr fingers.

Gardening
and sketching
a I' e
among her hobbies, and reading is
also one of her likes. When asked
about her dislikes, GeorgeAnn said
that she had none.
She is active in several clubs.
GeorgeAnn is the vice-president of
the Associated
Students
and the
secretary-treasurer
of the senior
class. She likes Montana Tech "real
well" and says) she 'will be glad when
graduation day comes. GeorgeA,nn
plans to combine engineering with
law.
.

Paul, too, is active in many clubs.
He is president of Newman Club,
vice-president of the Young Democrats, and secretary-treasurer
of the
Circle K Club. He is also a member
of Chi-Rho and the Mountaineer
Club. He is interested in starting a
ski club for those- interested in that
sport.

Paul is a sophomore engineering
student. His Jist of subjects include

Paul hopes to attend West Poin t
next year. However, if 'this hope
does

not

materialize,

he plans

to

graduate from Montana College of
Mineral
Science and Technology
with a degree in geology.

$25,000 international peace essay contest
to be offered in 135' countries this year
The International
Association of
Lions Clubs hasi inaugurated a novel
approach for the quest for peace.
It is a $50,000 international peace
essay contest
for' young people
aged 14 to 21, inclusive, designed to
explore ways by which people can
live together in peace. The contest
will be held in 135 countries where
800,000 Lions members work toward
the improvement
of international
understanding and good will among
nations.
The Club's main ambition is to
have private citizens, as well as diplomats and the government, search
for a solution to prevent warfare
and to establish a person-to-person
contact across borders, surmounting
language and cultural barriers.'
The first prize is a $25,000 educational or career assistance
grant.
There
will b e eigh-t additional
awards of $1,000. The finalists will
be brought to Lions International's

Magma Staff begins
work on yearbook
The Magma Staff has begun work
on this year's yearbook and plans to
introduce a new approach to the
book.
The staff met with a yearbook
representative,
Gene Stock from
Billin.gs, Montana, and at the conclusiori of t~e meeting selected a
cover and discussed page layouts
for the book.
{
The book, which will not be dis·
tributed until next September, will
be entered ill a National Yearbook
Contest, a first at Montana Tech.
Heading ,the staff are editor, Jim
Loomis; assistant editor, Jim 'Leifer;
business manager, Kay Lear; photography editor, Pete McFarland;
and artist, Bonnie Petterson.

50th anniversary convention in Chicago in July, 1967, where the top
winner will be chosen.

Engineering Science
to offer new. movies
Thorughout
the school year, Engineering
Science movies will he
shown in Physics
Lecture
Hail,
room 10 of the Petroleum Building.
On December 5, A.B.C. of Auto
Engine and General Motors Jet Engine, 50 minutes long, and on December
12, Priceless
Laboratory
(research at the South Pole) with
Eclipse of, Sun (study of eclipse
from a DC-8 at high altitude), 55
minutes long, presented by Douglas
Aircraft; will be shown. On January 9, U. S. Steel presents a 28 minute Walls without Welds. February
6, they are presenting; the story of
Cerro Bolivar, a documentary
on
discovery, development, and the operation of iron ore mining- in Venezuela. Two short movies will be
shown on that day. On February
20, U. S. Steel presents a 27 minute
long Challenge at Carquinez, a construction of the world's first major
shop welded bridge.
Normal showing times for these
movies are Tuesay and Wednesday
at 1 :OG p.m. and Thursday and Friat 3 :00 p.m.
Schedule of movies, their sponsor,
and running times can be picked up
in the Dean's office. New ones will
be issued as movies become scheduled for later in the school year.

Popular Paul Melvin.

Newman Club
octive. at Tech

*

*

*

*

*

>I<

*.

*

Ruthie- said it. She had just taped
down a drawing sheet for her drafting exercise. With pencil poised, she
slid her T -square across the paper.
Rerfectly normal 'procedure.
Then
she.Tooked up, threw her pencil at
me, and exclaimed, "My T -square
is out of focus I! !"

.

IS'

Here is a remark I overheard at
the, homecoming dance: "Let's sit
this one out - after all, I am almost
22."

The Newman Club is a joint organization between Montana Tech
and the Butte Business College. It
is a. Catholic organization- which
deals with spiritual and intellectual
phases of life.
The following are the officers of
Newman Club: President, Paul Melvin; Vice-President,
James Rice;
Second Vice-President, Linda Lanahan' Recording Secretary, Teresa
Kn;x; and Treasurer, Patsy Nelson.
Mr. McCaslrn is the faculty adviser
and Father Byrnes is the chaplain.
Speeches are given by outstand-ing men or women of the. community. Last week Dr. Staples spoke
about drugs and. their effects, with
emphasis on narcotics and LSD.
At present, the main project of
the Newman Club is a council which
is to be held in Boise, Idaho. This
year's theme is the Eccumenical
Council, which d e a Is with the
changes in the church and its structure.

r have heard that our bearded
math professor is interested in taking up sky diving - I have also
heard rumors that he has had many
offers from students to help pack
his chute. I rather doubt that these
rumors are actually true.

Last week, a very young friend of
mine asked his mother, "Do they
have oil refineries in Heaven?" She
replied, "No dear, they have to have
engineers to build oil refineries."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Here isa note to Miller, Blumer,
and Pope. Brad says it's all right to
make his bed for him once in a
while, but too much icing (Shaving
cream, toothpaste, etc.) is not good
for the cake, (his bed, or his disposition).
I have heard it said that our coeds
get their grades in Tech's harder
courses just because they are girls.
A new theory has even been stated:
the grade received is inversely proportional to the skirt length.
This is interesting, but not very
factual. If it were true, how would
you explain the large number of
boys that have been tutored through
their courses by more knowledgeable
coeds? (Might as well face it; more
knowledgeable means smarter.)
In the SUB one evening, I accidently happened to listen to a part
of a conversation
among some of
our coeds. They were discussing
other coeds. Now I see why men
can't understand women - women
don't even understand women.
-Ernest

Copper Guard is
active organizatio.n
The Sophomore Honorary Service
Society
established
the
Copper
Guard in the spring of 1935. Under
the direction of the Associated Students of Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology,
the
Copper Guard conducts a series of'
dances during the year. Its membership, consisting solely of men
from the sophomore class, usher' at
functions, organize rallies, perpetuate traditions, and in many other
ways contribute toward the improvement of student relatioris.
The Copper G u a r d promotes
many functions on campus. They
sponsored the Registration
Dance
and in the future will sponsor M
Day.· T.hey will serve r efreshments
after the dance. It is their responsibility to see that the, M is kept in
good condition.
Its members this year are the following: Karl Pack, Loyal Johnson,
Gary Mannie, Bob Morrison, Mike
O'Keefe, Bob Wilson, Dan Sabena,
Dave Bovee.vand Keith Jensen. Bob
Morrison is duke,. Loyal Johnson is
chancellor, Mike O'Keefe is scribe,
and Dave Bovee is squire of the
Copper Guards. Mr. McCaslin, Associate Profe-ssor of Physi€s, is its
advisor.

From a-single mine in Butte, Montana, The Anaconda
Company has' grown into the world's largest non-ferrous
mining and metal fabricating concern.

I,
I,

People were responsible
conda steadily' expanded
Western Hem~sphere and
alone to a' myriad of metals

for every step forward, as Anaits operations throughout
the
built its market from copper
and fabricated products.

Today there are more than 40,000 Anaconda employees - geologists, miners, metallurgists, chemists, accountants, engineers, salesmen, manufacturing
specialists.
They are members of a dynamic industry, performing an
important job.

Ellis Office Supply

The future will rest in the hands of the same kind of
good, capable people. That's why Anaconda seeks tech~ically qualifi~~ people of talent and skill for the challenges
and opportunities of a growing industry.

ALSO
ENCINEERINC SUPPLIES
PHONE 723-8383
129 N. Main
Butte
II

DIANA

THE rOGG,ERY

HUGHES

ANACONDAG

MONTANA'S LEADING
CLOTHING STORE
For MEN and BOYS

I

Ladies and Children Apparel
56-58 West Park
BUTTE, MONTANA'

Bond

111 N. Mai"

Ph'one 723-7320

,

"A Partner in Montana's Progress"
I

/
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Somewhere Else- a coffee house
It's someplace to go, it's Somewhere Else.
Somewhere
Else is
Butte's own original coffee house,
located downstairs
in the Metals
HoteL" Stated one customer, "It's
great, a place no one ever thought
of before."
The Chi Rho club of Butte, composed of unmarried
high school
grauatdes, started the coffee house
as a dub project, and hope to make
it pay for itself in a short time. All
materials and work that have gone
into "Somewhere
Else" have been
donated by Chi Rho members or
other interested persons. Even the
piano was donated by an outside
party.
Chi Rho members will try to get
entertainment for all hours they arc
open. This too is to be donated.
The coffee house includes a jukebox, snack bar, and tables where

Tech's Circle K
cites '66-'67 plans
by Boyd Williams
The Circle K Club, dedicated to
service, is planning several new projects. In conjunction with the Silver
Bow Kawinis Club of Butte, they
have planned a Snow-Mobile rally
for Jan. 21-22, to be held in the Elk
Park area. All students are invited
to attend. Concessions and a warming shelter will be provided.
Approximately 200 entries from all over
the, Northwest
will provide some
close competition.
There will be
demonstration rides and several displays for those interested.
Another Circle K project is the
annual High School Senior Days
held in the early spring. This year
they expect eagerpar ticipation from
the high schools of the area. The
purpose of this project is to stimulate attendance at Tech by the high
school seniors of the Butte area. The
opportunity t(, attend college classes
was appreciated by all who participated last year.
'
The Circle K officers are as follows: l,resident,
Boyd Williams;
secretary-treasurer,
Paul
Melvin;
1st vice -president, Terry Angove;
2nd vice- president, Bob Melvin; sgt.
at arms, Ray Martin, and board
members, Ray J ussila, Ron Backer,
Jerry Harrington, and Doug Storer.

You save money smoking
. • . • • maybe
There has been much talk lately
about the high cost of cigarettes.
Actually, a person could save money
by smoking. Suppose that he pays
$100 a year for cigarettes.
If he
starts smoking at 18, finally contracts lung cancer, and dies at 56,
he has only spent $3800 for the habit. If he didn't smoke, he might live
to the age cf 67. Let us further
suppose he is an average American
who lives beyond his means. He
must meet payments on his house,
car, appliances, etc., and pay back
loans with interest to cover previous
debts. If ':Ie slips behind $1000 each
year, he will owe $11;000 more by
not smoking.
Therefore,
he will
save himself $7,200 if he smokes and
dies soon er. Also, he won't be faced
with eleven years of worry over his
increasing debts.
So lock on the bright side. No
matter what the experts say, smoking cigar ettes will save you money
.. maybe.

.

\

Our anthropologist's
eye was
caught recently by an article in a
Montana high school paper. It told
about the custom of dressing up the
freshmen in odl costumes (pantelettes for the boys) and then publically humiliating them in a gym
assembly.
As Charley Brown would say,
"Good grief!"
/

The friendly door of Somewhere Else, young people's coffeehouse.
Chi Rho girl waitresses serve coffee, hot chocolate or a combination
of the two, or even coffee flavored
with rum.
Each weekend, the coffee house
is open Friday through Sunday. It
is staffed by Chi Rho members who
donate their time to hopping tables
and pouring coffee.
Under the supervision of Father
James Burns, the Chi Rho club was
revived this year in Butte.
The
club is non-denominational
and all
unmarried
high school graduates
are welcome.

A. W. S. sponsors
Christmas Dance
- The annual
Christmas
Dance,
which is sponsored by the A.W.S.,
will be held in the S.U.B. on December 15.
The A.W.S. officers are General
Chairmen of the various committees.
Individual chairmen are the following: Decorations,
Pat Thompson;
Invitations, Gayle Robins; Publicity,
Trudy Tomazich; and Refreshments,
J ody Mee and Ann Lear. Posters
will be printed by the StandardPost. All A.W.S. girls are on the
Clean-up Committee.
The theme of the dance is Fantasy
in Frost. Rod Lewis and his band
will provide the music for this long
formal-date dance.

Jobs Abroad offer
overseas employment
For' the past five years, Jobs
Abroad, a world wide organization,
.has offered jobs overseas to stu. dents.
Again this year positions will be
available in England, France, Germany, Japan, Turkey,
and some
other countries such as Spain, Italy,
and Greece for those. students interested.
Applicants may choose from nine
work categories; these include positions in factories, construction, restaurants
and resort hotels, farms
and camp counselling.
Openings
also exist for child care, hospital
work, and work camp jobs. Special
interest jobs (teaching, office) are
available to those with necessary
skills and background.
All assignments are made on a first-come,
first-served basis, so an early application is to the student's benefit.
Non-students, as well as students,
are eligible to apply for Jobs Abroad
membership.
Special language fluency is not usually required as most
positions are for unskilled work.
However, those seeking secretarial
or classroom jobs should have a
good command of the language in
the country they select.
Anyone who is interested may get
a copy of the new 34 page Jobs
Abroad magazine complete with student on-the-job stories, photos, and
application
forms.
Air mail (.16
postage)
$1 to the International
Student
Information
Service, 133
rue Hotel des Monnaies, Bruxelles
6, Belgigue.
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Why some fail
subject of book

Students tell post-election feelings

In a fascinating book called The
Blight on the Ivy (Prentice-Hall,
1963), Richard and Catherine Gordon tell. of the many students on any
campus whose personality problems
keep them from achieving success.
Inteliigence, they stress, is not the
answer. A group of 250 high school
and college students who had comparable 1.Q.'s shewed varying patterns of success. Half were doing
well socially and academically, but
half were underachievers
in the
sense that they did less well than
one would expect from the test
scores.
Factors that seemed to make a
difference were hard to determine
but a few characteristics were COIl1~
mon to most underachievers:
1. Their parents' interests
were
not intellectual.
2. Their parents
high school.

did not complete

3. Their fathers had lower-middleclass or lower-class occupations.
4. The students'
own
were not in tellectual.

interests

In the wake of the elections held
I~st November 8, there Iwere cries of
victory
from the Republican party
with the sight of a number of unexpected gains in the lawmaking
body of this nation. The Democrats
too felt that they had control of the
situation and now with' the campaigns over all eyes are looking,
toward possible candidates for the
presidential elections to take place in
the fall of 1968.
All elections are followed by the
expression of people's feelings of
the past events and their joys and
disappointments in the party of their
choice. The students of Montana
Tech also have opinions about the
recent election.
Carol Ann Trythall - - "Nationally
the elections were very good. Locally I was very disappointed except
for Mr. Holman."
J ulee Leyden - - "I was disappointed in the Democratic
showing, and I hope that this shows the
Democratic party that they should
start to reorganize."
Doug Lienemann - - "It shows
that the Republican partyt made their

comeback
before
m
thought they would.'

0

st

Helen Ann Loggins - - "Good for
Montana, but bad for the rest of
the country."
Kathy Rule - - "They
last Tuesday.",
Wally

O'Connell

were held

- - "No

com-

ment."
Fran Banfield - - "The Republican
party comeback is a return to the
two party system, which is necessary for the democratic system."
Bill Polich - - "Anytime a John
Bircher from California, an unedu·cated, narrow-minded
man from
Georgia, and in Alabama a prejudiced puppet governor who professes
violence against another human being can be elected to office-then
I
feel there is something wrong with
the people of the U.S. today."
"Human knowledge and human
power meet in one; for w here the
cause is not known, the effect cannot be produced. Nature to be commanded must be obeyed."-Francis
Bacon

5. The students had nd clear longrange goals and ambitions.

ORE

6. The students did not seek help
and counsel from older, experienced
people.
7. The students' mothers
work outside the home.

DIGGINGS

did not

8. The students had had illnesses
in addition to the' usual 'ihildhood
diseases.
9. The students had had disciplinary problems in school.
10. The students
belonged to a
minority religious or ethnic group.
Obviously many) of these problems
are not within the control of the
students but suggest that institutions, culture, and society are far
from \ perfect and should not he
taken as granted or sacred.

-Speakers Bureau
expla ins its pu rpose
The Speakers Bureau, which is
maintained at Montana Tech, is a
bureau to handle requests for both
faculty and foreign student speakers.
Certain faculty meu'Jbers are available to speak on subjects relating to
their special fields. Other faculty
members will speak at special occasions including elementary
and
hi g h school commencement
aJdresses .
Some foreign students have inclicated a willingness to discuss their
customs, traditions .. education, political situations, or social life. The
group desiring his services must arrange for his round-trip transportation.
When asking for a speaker, a
weeks' notice is required. Also, you
must state the speaker you desire,
the topic, the time, the expected
size of the group the speaker is to
address, and the date.
To secure a faculty speaker, get
in touch with Mr. Robert Athearn.
To secure a foreign student student
speaker, get in touch with Professor
Ralph 1. Smith.

Mike Pentilla is a freshman with
a problem.
Mike is always losing
his "Mountain Dew" hat. He needs
t his

hat for.hunting. (H u n tin g
what?)
Mike
doesn't forget everything; for instance he remembered too, that he
intends to be some kind of an engineer, but isn't quite sure what kind.
Joey

college
life of
Tech. She thinks
that the kids are
great and
the
school is great.
J ody is undecided about her future and may study pharmacy. She
works at the pharmacy at Silver
Bow General Hospital.
Oh, yes,
J ody has a hat too; a jaunty little
"mod" cap she wears here and there.
"A child is a genius till he is five
because all his senses are in active
interrelation."-Marshall
McLuhan

to her is the most
interesting
place
on campus, and
she spends a lot
of the extra time
she has 0 v e r
there. "Ev" hails
from Girls' Central, too. She is also
undecided
about her future
but
hopes something at Tech wili help
her decide.
Tim Enjoys the Library
Tim Bass is a freshman who enjoys "studying and the library". T'irn
comes from Boys' Central.
The
"library" Tim enjoys gives him a
chance to meet
o the r students
and discuss current ideas with
them. Although
Tim does not plan to be an engineer, he wears big boots, more like
those of cowboys than engineers.
Perhaps Tim would like to be a professional cowboy, the rich kind.

Richards and Rochelle
DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
17 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards Remo Rochelle

BUTTE

MONT.

TWO GOOD NAMES
LaVerne's

FASH ION CENTER
113 W.

PARK

NEWMAN'S

BOOTERY

76 E. Park

Ron's Camble's Store
& Marina

926 S. Arizona
Phone 723-6553

Tech

Jody Mee, a freshman
coming
from Girls' Central,
enjoys
the

"Animals have no conscience. If
they did, they would be better than
pt'ople."-Dagobert
Runes

OSSEllO'S

Enjoys

Ev's Glad She Came
"I'm glad I came" says Evalie
Byrnes. "Ev" thinks the school and
the kids are just great. The S.U.B.

Butte

MARINE SUPPLIES
1645 Harrison Ave.
Montana

ELECTRICITY
DOES
SO MUCH
YET COSTS

PHIL JUDD

Ceorge Steele Co.

SPORTING GOODS and
HARDWARE STORE

RADIOS - STEREO - TV

83 E. Park St.

Butte, Montana

SO LITTLE

42 W. Broadway

Phone 792-4231,

Butte

TH E. MONTANA
POWER COPMANY
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Scholarship
established

Fund

The J. Clifford Crump Memorial
scholarship
fund was recently established for the assistance of active
or majority
members of the Order
of DeMolay in Montana for completing their education.
Four $100.00 scholarships
are to
be provided annually.
Those DeMolay members who have completed or are in the process of completing their junior year in college and
who are in need of financial assistance in order to graduate may apply.
The first of these scholarships
will be awarded January
IS, 1967,
from the applications
received no
later than December IS, 1966.
All those interested should submit
applications
in letter form to Ly-'
man E. Smith, Grand Secretary of
the Grand Lodge, P. O. Box No.
1158, Helena, Montana, 59601. This
should be accompanied
by a state111 en t
from their college verifying
the applicant's satisfactory
completion of his junior year or of current
registration for the final term of the
junior year. Also a letter from the
student's
DeMolay
Chapter
Adviser verifying the applicant's standing in the Chapter and a recornmendation regarding the application
should be submitted.
.

1966 Tech graduate
studying in Pittsburgh
Above is the exhibit now on the second floor of Main Hall.
geological model was used in a famous mining suit.

This

Exhibit is reminder of apex-rights suit
as a part of their Badger Mine. The
The model exhibit now located on
model was used as evidence that the
the landing between the first and
Poser claim was non-existent.
second floors of Main Hall has been
The case was taken to the United
placed there recently from its previStates District
Court at Butte in
ous position in the Library-Museum
1926. Early the next year the Court
Building.
decided that the' Poser vein was nonThis geological model shows the
existent and in favor of The Anavarious mining claims and underconda Company.
Clark took the
ground mineral deposits. It was concase in November
of 1927 to the
structed by the Anaconda
Copper
United States Circuit Court of ApMining Company tq prove their case
peals in San Francisco.
Again the
in defense of a suit brought against
Court
rendered
the
decision
that the
them by the Moulton Mining ComPoser vein was non-existent.
More
pany, Clark-Montana
Realty Comthan
likely
the
case
would
have
been
pany, Elm Orlu Mining Company
taken to the United States Supreme
and J. Ross Clark.
Court, but later in 1928 the. Clark
According
to mining laws, the
interests sold out to the Anaconda
Owner of a claim is allowed to mine
Mining Company.
beyond the boundaries
of his own
claim if there is proofthat
veins, out- ,
side of his claim are a part of his
Marcus Daly statue
established claim, In this case, the
came
here in 1941
Moulton Mining Company felt that
Marcus
Daly was born in Ireland
ore bodies worth $6,000,000, that the
in
1841.
He
migrated to the United
Anaconda Company was then mining below Clark's Poser claim, were
States when he was just fifteen
a part of the vein originating in the
years of age. He engaged in mining
Poser claim and therefore
should
activity in California
and Nevada
belong
to them.
'The Anaconda
before
coming
to
Butte.
Here he
Company claimed these ore bodies
founded the Anaconda Copper Min-

Philosophy course
t6 be offered here
HSS. 238, Introduction
to Philosophy, will be offered for the first time
at Montana
Tech next semester.
Robert Athearn,
instructor
in the
Bumanities
and Social Studies department, will teach the course.
According to Mr. Athearn, it will
be an "introductory
but not an elementary course."
Among the topics to be covered
are these: freedom of will, reality
and man's knowledge
of it, ethics,
and the problem of knowledge
of
God.
Philosophy, Mr. Athern said, asks
What we know and examines
asSUmption about reality that most
People take for granted. It questions
the validity of many of our institutions political, legal, linguistic,
and scientific.
The class will offer
food for thought - many questions
but few answers.

ing Company
copper

mining

and started
activities

Dolores Labranche, a 1966 graduate of Montana Tech, is now taking
the Graduate Student Course at the
Westinghouse Educational Center in
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
T his
Graduate Student Course was created to give training to students between their college courses and the
actual job itself. The students are
allowed two weeks at this center to
acquaint themselves with the operations of the Westinghouse
Company.
They are then sent to the different
departments
for futher development
of their skills. ;,
Dolly made quite a name for herself at Montana Tech before going
to Pittsburgh.
She has the honor of
being the first woman in sixty-two
years to receive a degree from MO!ltana Tech, as well as being the first
woman in the history of this college
to receive a degree in metallurgy.
She Vias also the only girl in a class
of thirty-three
graduating
seniors.
Dolly, who plans to put her talerits to work for the Atomic Power
Division,
f.eels that more women
will enter the scientific field in the
future.

to make Butte and the present Anaconda Company famous.
The statue of Marcus Daly, which
stands on the Montana
College of
Mineral
Science
and Technology
campus,
was done by Augustus
Saint-Gaudens.
Mr. Saint-Gaudens
also did such famous works as the
Lincoln in Lincoln Park, Chicago,
the Adam in Rock Creek Cemetery,
Washington,
D. C, and the Shaw in
Boston. For his works Gaudens received highest
honors.
He was
made an officer of the Legion of
Honor and corresponding
Ill~mber
of the Institute of France.
The monument cost approximately $40,000. It was unveiled in early
September,
1907. The statue's original position was in front of the
Federal Building in Butte. On June
25, 1941, it was moved to its present
site on the campus of Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology.

USAF Loans

•
No Charge on Student
Checking Accounts
Sayatovic
White's
Funeral
Home
ORDER

MEMBER
OF THE COLDEN

The
was

average

score

16.1 correct

possible

SO.

on

answers

Twenty

the

RULE

test

Mr. Robert

out of a

students

did

not know that Dr. Koch is president
of Tech, and five believed
that
Charles Shultz is Tech's dean of
students. Thirty-three
did not know
Sigmund Freud, and thirty more did
110~ know who Pavlov
was. Some of
the students
thought
that Mayor
Powers of Butte was a U-2 pilot,
and 24 students did not know who
Ted James is.
Some of the other funnies included Graham Hill, (famous race driver) responsible
for graham crackers, Frank Lloyd Wright,
(famous
architect) one of the Wright brothers responsible
for the first plane,
and Robert McNamara,
(U.S. Secretary of Defense) was thought to
be the Secretary
of War.
Amelia
Earhart .(Iost aviatrix)
was identified as Prime Minister of West Germany, awl ]. Robert Oppenheimer
(atomic physicist)
as a maker of
expensive suits.
What does this mean? Mr. Athearn answered
the question
this
way: "The sobering results of this
test make clear what we all know ;
that graduation Inom high school involves knowledge
of only certain
limited academic areas and in no

way means that
any understanding

Athearn
the graduate
has
of the culture-

or the world-in
which he lives.
"It is also clear that it is the
responsibility
of colleges and universities to broaden the perspectives
of their students so that the know'ledge they acquire by rote, symbolized

by

receive

the

merely

vesty

grades

they

by passing

known. as the objective

test,

may
be usefully
integrated
thought
and action, with the
world.

This

fairness

to students

cannot

without

increasing

be

in
real

done-in

and faculty
academic

-

stand-

ards and levels of instruction
and
decreasing
teaching loads to make
possible,
tegration

in the classroom, that
of academic
fields

in0 f

knowledge with social, political, and
cultural
reality
which constitutes
real education.
"N eed I remark that in a state
where the administration
believes,
however unconsciously,
that education is a necessary evil, such progress is not easy; that in a state
which denies its citizens,
in the
name of fiscal responsibility,
the
quality education
which is a first
requisite
of economic
and social
growth, the progressive
steps listed
a bove seem, at best, remote possibilities."

Po rk Florists
CORSACES and
BOUTONNIERES

Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.

I

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

205 West Park Street
Butte, Montana
J, D. and Eilee·n Flynn

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT
SERVICE
1 19 North Main St.
Butte
PHONE 792-7344

NEW MONOGRAM
BARBER SHOP
For a Cood Clip' See
DON and RON
Across from the U & I

Skaggs

Drug Center

SERVE YOURSELF and PAY LESS
27 West Park St.
Butte, Mont.
PHONE 792-1244

(

BETHLEHEM
STEEL
307 W. Park Street
PHONE 723-6531

often

that tra-

Flynn's

(B.S.E.E.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course knows where the
action is. He's an
electrical engineer at the
world's most
modern steel plant
-our Burns Harbor Plant
in northern Indiana.

•

were

The average freshman at Tech is
isolated. from the world around him.
He is not aware of the cultural, poli'tical, and economic developments
in
the tense world he lives' in. Recently, Mr. Athearn, freshman composition teacher, proved this by giving
his classes a test on prominent figures .in these areas to familiarize
himself with the backgrounds
of his
students. The results were shocking
and showed a deficiency in the orientation of the student to the world
around him.

MAL DOMINY

Miners Bank
of Montana

the great
that

Cultural social political test shows
Tech's Freshmen unaware, isolated

COLON IAL 'CAKE
SHOP
1815

HARRISON AVE.

/.
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Tech cage men go into action tonight
I

Montana Tech's Orediggers will
open. their season tonight against
M t. Royal J r. College in the school
gym. The Orediggers will go into
the season with eight returning letterm en. They are Gary Carlson, Ed
Nordquist, Ron Koehler, Jim Leifer,

Football season
closes for Tech
Tech finished her football season
against Western on Saturday, November 12. Although the team won
only one ,game, the team has vowed
to do better next year. The team
and Coach Lester thought that the
season was a losing one because of
lack of student backing. They knew
that some of the students work on
the weekends but there were many
who were just too lazy or were not
interested enough to back the team.'
Coach Lester said that "the team
spirit this year was equalled by
those who did not attend the games."
All the players thought that more
people could have go.ne to the
games. All of the boys who played
this year played out of desire. There
are no football scholarships awarded. Because of this, more students
should try to make the games. "We
(the team) feel that one of our
greatest assets is the ability to field
a 1 team composed of young men
the city and the rest of the state
can be proud of."
(
Let's try to have more people
cheer the team on to victory during
basketball season.

.

J.ohn Mc Enany, Dick Rule, John
Sutey, and Karl Pack.
The new members ~f the team
are Lee Staiger, Bob Chew, Richard
Gunn, Patrick O'Brien, Jack H umphr ey, and Richard Kloppel.
Considering the number of returning lettermen, the Orediggers
arc
expected to see a fine upcoming season. This could also be helped by
more students coming to the games.
Montana Tech will meet the Canadians again on Saturday.

Basketball schedule
The forthcoming
basketball season will be scheduled as follows:
DECEMBER
2-Mt.
3-Mt.

Royal Jr. College at Butte
Royal Jr. College at Butte

18-19--Dawson Jr. College Tournament at Glendive
JANUARY
7-Carroll
10-Western

at Butte
at Dillon

14--Northern at Havre
17-Carroll
at Helena
20-Lewis
and Clark at Lewiston,
Idaho
21-Lewis
and Clark at Lewiston,
Idaho
23-'--Eastern

at Butte

FEBRUARY
3-Eastern
at Billings
4__:_RockyM t. at Billings

It's basketball time again as Montana Tech's hopefuls take on Canadian Mount Royal Jr. College
tonight and tomorrow.
Players are counting on student support at both games. Playing time is 8:00 both
evenings.

Dirty Dozens
emerge victorious
In the final play-off of the 1966
intramural football season, the Dirty
Dozens emerged victorious.
They
played an exceptionally
ferocious
game, especially for intramural ball.
All in all, the Dirty Dozens played
a very fine game.

Some of Tech's musclemen are shown here in the weightlifting
class. They are as follows: front row, Stan Cox, Mark Foresman t
middle, Tony Buralli, John Powell, Chris Croff; standing, Kirk Handov, Harry Sowers, Leonard Maki. Al Vukovich, Jr., is the instructor.

Weightlifting class begins exercises
The Montana

Tech

class is in progress
starting

another

weightlifting

again this year,
season

of

body

building. The class is held second
period, during the P.E. class, on
Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday,
Approximately
15 students partici-.
pate in each session. This year's instructor is Al Vukovich, Jr., replacing Tom Downey.
A dozen exercises are completed
in the 50 minute period. These exercises are mainly for strengthening
the whole body. with emphasis on
the arms, chest, legs, and stomach,
After three months of these exercises, the amount of weights will
be increased as will be the number
of exercises. The weightlifting class
now works at such exercises as the
push-up, sit up, bench press, arm
curl, leg curl, back press, press behind the neck, leg squat, and arm
press. At the end of the day's ex"There is no adequate defense, except stupidity, against the impact of
a new idea."-Percy
Bridgman

ercises, students run 5 laps ll1 the
gym.
It is hoped that the weightlifting
class will be scheduled for different
times during the day next semester
for more students to participate.

Their season consisted of a 3-0-1
record compared
to the V.I.P.'s
3-1-0. The Rocks came out with
1-2-0, the Theta Tau's had a disappointing
0-2-1, and fate was
against the Knoanins, as they had
0-2-2.
The Dirty Dozens consists of Joe
McManus,
Pat
O'Hara,
M ike
O'Kdefe,.Jerry
Try thall, Mike Hanson, Bill Stewart, Dan Shea, Don
McIntyre, Bob Petritz, Mike Zora,
Mike T'ropy, Bob Blair, and Joe
Smith ..

YOUR UPTOWN
CAFE
Open 24-hours - Air Conditioned
Phone 723-4800
34 W. Broadway
Butte

Shoes For All the Family
54 West Park
BUTTE

STOP
See

How

IN

Much

You

Can

SAVE
on HIGHEST

QUAI,ITY

GASOLINE

MACGIE-ANN'S

Friend? En'emy?
Definitions change
Men have always tried to define
friend and enemy, but the definition is never complete.
Changing
times and social patterns are responsible for new definitions.
At
times in the past a friend was
someone who was willing to go to
extremes, evento the point of harming you, to prevent you from hurting or wronging yourself. At other
times an enemy] was any person who
would interfere with your right to
free thought and expression.
Perhaps the following definition
applies for today's standards.
An
enemy is someone who contrives to
do you harm. A friend is someone
who stands by and lets you weave
your own undoing.
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